Modulatory effects of mycobacterial heat-shock protein 70 in DNA vaccination against lymphoma.
Pathogen-derived molecules are danger signals and are able to activate innate immunity that in turn controls and regulates generation of adaptive immune responses. Mycobacterium tuberculosis heat shock protein 70 (myc HSP70) has been shown to exert a potent adjuvant effect in vaccination against both infectious agents and solid tumors. Here we explore the use of myc HSP70, as an adjuvant, in DNA vaccination against lymphoma. We describe the effects of vaccination using myc HSP70 encoding plasmid (pHSP70) co-injected with idiotype encoding plasmid (pId), in the 38C13 murine lymphoma model. We dissect mechanisms of anti-tumor immune response and compared efficacy with that of other DNA vaccination strategies. We show that myc HSP70 plasmid prolongs survival of immunized mice challenged with a high number (2000) of tumor cells. The magnitude of the anti-tumor effect is comparable to that obtained using granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) in the same setting. Moreover, HSP-induced protection is independent from the generation of IgG1 and IgG2a antibodies. Instead, anti-idiotype antibodies of IgG2b subclass develop after vaccination with pHSP as well as with pId and Id-GM-CSF fusion plasmid (pId-GM). Co-injection of HSP70 and Id plasmids induces a specific pattern of anti-idiotype immune response able to improve survival of immunized mice.